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ABSTRACT
A wind tunnel test of the Manned spacecraft Center space shuttle
orbiter configuration 040A was run in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's
20 Inch Supersonic Wind Tunnel. Basic aerodynamic data for this vehicle
were determined at Mach 2.0, 2.4, 3.0 and 4.0.
The model was fabricated in the Grumman Aerospace Corporation Model
Shop. Vehicle configuration and overall test direction was provided by
the Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston, Texas.
The test occurred over the period from November 29, 1971 to December 10,
1971 with approximately 80 hours of tunnel occupancy. This test has been
designated NASA Test S-0055. The facility designation was JPL WT 20-681.
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A .0075 scale model of the Manned Spacecraft Center 040A space shuttle
orbiter was tested in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory at M = 2.0, 2.4, 3.0 and
4.0 in the 20-inch Supersonic Wind Tunnel.
The basic vehicle configuration was investigated. The effects of a com-
ponent build-up and of various control deflections were obtained. The elevons
were deflected symmetrically and asymmetrically to determine elevator and aile-
ron effectiveness. The rudder was tested both flared and unflared and the
effects of deflections were determined. A body flap was also tested when the
wing was shifted to a position further aft. The effects of the canopy, dorsal
boom cover, wing and tail ACPS pods were also determined. An alternate nose,
wing, and vertical tail were also tested.
The model was tested over an angle of attack range of 00 to 300 at 00 and
5° of sideslip. A plot is presented in Figure 3 of beta versus alpha to show
variations in beta through the pitch sweep due to sting deflections. Character-
istics in sideslip were determined by varying sideslip angle from -40 to 100
with angle of attack set at 0 , 10 , 200 or 300.






,:, speed of. sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (P1 - po)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2 , psf
q Q(NSM) dynariic pressure; 1/2pV2 , N/m2, psf
Q(pSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
a ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
fi BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m3 , slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2 , ft2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
IREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2, ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis












CN CN normal-force coefficient; normal force
qS
CA CA axial-force coefficient; axial force
qS
Cy CY side-4force coefficient; side force
qS
CAb CAB base-force coefficient; base force
q
-Ab(Pb - p.)/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSjRB
Cn CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing momentqSb
Cl CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
qSb
Stability-Axis System
CL CL lift coefficient; lift
qS
CD CD drag coefficient; drag
qS
Cb CCDB base-drag coefficient; base drag
CDb qS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSIREF
Cn CLN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing momentqSb
CL CSL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CJCD
.4





6e ELEVON elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees
deL LELEVN left elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees
deR RELEVN right elevon, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees
dR RUDDER rudder, surface deflection angle, positive
deflection, trailing edge to the left; degrees
6RF RUDFLR rudder flare, split rudder deflection angle,
left split rudder trailing edge left and right
split rudder trailing edge right, 6 rf = (6rL + drR)/2,
positive deflection; degrees
6BF BODFLP body flap, surface deflection angle, postiive
deflection, trailing edge down; degrees
5
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The basic configuration tested was the Manned Spacecraft Center 040A
orbiter. Components tested were as follows:
B, -Orbiter body including basic nose
B2 -Alternate drooped nose
W1 -Basic wing-Superscripts indicate left and right elevon deflections,
respectively. T.E. down is positive. Subscript "A" indicates the
wing moved aft 60 inches full scale.
W2 -Alternate wing
V1 -Basic vertical tail - A single superscript indicates full span unflared
rudder deflection. Two superscripts indicate the left and right panel
deflections, respectively, of a flared rudder. In both cases, T.E.
left is positive.
V2 -Alternate vertical tail
M1 -OMS pods - Orbiter Maneuvering System engines
P1 -ACPS pods on both the wings and vertical tail. A "w" subscript means
ACPS pods are only on the wings. A "v" subscript means only the ACPS
pod on the tail is on.
D1 -Dorsal boom cover
C1 -Basic canopy
F1 -Body flap. It is on only in the aft wing position.
Superscript is deflection with T.E. up negative.
6
TEST FACILITY
The 20 inch supersonic wind tunnel at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in
Pasadena, California, is of the continuous-flow, variable density type. The
Mach number range can be varied from 1.3 to 5.0 with corresponding earth pressure-
altitude simulation from 15,000 to 180,000 feet.
The geometric test section is nominally 20 inches high by 18 inches wide.
A model can be pitched or rolled remotely with sector travel limited to 400. Side-
slip data can be obtained using the pitch-roll capability. Types of tests which can
be run in this tunnel include internal strain gage balance, free flight, pressure
(up to 120 ports),temperature (up to 150 thermocouples) and various types of flow
visualization (including Schlieren) tests.
Data reduction is off-line with on-line monitoring of the raw data. Final
coefficient data as well as plots can be obtained normally within several days.
7
DATA REDUCTION
The J.P.L. SGB6-3 1.00 inch TASK six component balance was used to measure
model forces and moments. These data were reduced along and about a set of body
axes originating at the moment reference center at F.S. 1067.9, W.L. 400, and
B.L. 0. Pertinent parameters used in the data reduction are given below:
S = 25.556 in.2
ref
bref = 6.615 in.
cref = 4.572 in.
Base Area = 2.4089 in.
Model base pressures were measured by four pressure taps routed along the
sting (non-metric) and recorded on individual external transducers. Approximate
locations of the pressure taps are shown in Figure 2. An axial force coefficient
adjustment using these base pressures was computed as follows:
CAbase L= Pl (A/4) + Cp (A/4) + C (A/4) +C (A/4) / Sre f
Where C are the pressure coefficients corresponding to the four base
Pl,2,3,4




TEST JPL WT 20-681
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
6. 
RU:NS . ,ow ms
2.01 .358 x 10 in. 6.30 92
BEST QF _R__NS
2.01 .303 5.83 92
2.42 .326 5.23 90
3.03 . 326 4.32 85
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TABLE III. DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B1
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:


























'n T A B L EII nN ~- TABLEIII. (CoN E)--
nMDnNFNT: W! G-Wl
GENERAL DESCRIPTI-ON :... . -.
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS:






Wetted - . - -
s 5pah'iiquWFiTyet) -2.0
Aspect Ratio .-71212
I--Rate- of-Tape ------- ---- - -
Taper Ratio . .14860
---. D1 ehedra--Angle,- degrees .7... -7
Incidence Angle, degrees 1,. U
.=,Ae r..o dy,n_~tL&Iw.1t, ...d4 g re. $ .............e r i o 
Toe-In Angle
Cant Angle
- -Sweep Bae Angles - egrees-....................
Leading Edge 60°
_... _ Tratling_Edge __ o.,




---- ---Root-(Wing Sta.. 0.0)-- --- --- - 8.0
Tip, (equivalent) 13. '3
MAC 609.5
Fus: Sta. of .25 MAC -' - 8. 7._28
W.P. of .25 MAC
B- .L.-of -.25 MAC ----- .- -. 166.0
Airfoil Section
Root NACA ooo8-64









-- - MAC-- 494. 201
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1,144.335:
-.. -- W.P. of-.25 MAC .



















F~C O~OA 9/Z~/Tw_, ~J.8 M0D 1403
. I .




MODEL COMPONENT: W1 - Elevon
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
NOTE: The following dimensions are representative of each of
the two elevons.






Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)
























TCABE III . ( CONTINUED )
MODEL COMPONENT: WnIo - W2
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:




















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC











































NOTE: the following dimensions are representative of each of the
two elevons.






Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord'
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord





























MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL TAL - VI
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:















Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Trailing Edge
0.25 Element Line,0.5 Element line
Chords:
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, inches
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC























Pus. Sta. of .25 MAC
















MODEL COMPONENT: V1 - RUDDER
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:






Ratio movable surface chord/'
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord

















































Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Trailing Edge
0.25 Element Llne,o.5 Element line
Chords:
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC, Inches
Fus. Sta.. of .25 MAC













Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC






































Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




























BODY FLAP - F1






Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
























INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
FIGURE
-1 Axis System
2 Base Pressure Tap Locations
3 Variation of Sideslip Angle with Angle of Attack
4 Installation Photograph of 0.0075 Scale MSC 040A Orbiter
.5 Photograph of Model Being Simultaneously Pitched and
Rolled to Obtain Sideslip Data
6 MSC 040A Orbiter
7 OMS Pods
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Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
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FIG. 1 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
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FIG.1 LONGITUOINAL CONTROL EFFECT
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BUWt
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWt
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWt
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWt
JPL WT 20-68t1 HC 040A BtWI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BtIW
IVENESS
I 0 t5s 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
VIMtPtDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
VtItMPIDICI 10.000 10.000 . 0.000
VtHIPIDICI -0.000oo -0.000 0.000
VtHIPIDICI -20.000 -20.000 0.000
VIMIPIDtCtI -30.000 -30.000 0.000
VItIPIDICI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
30 40
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG. 1 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
a O
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BlWl
JPL WT 20-e6 NMSC 040A BIWi
JPL WT 20-651 NSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BsIW
JPL WT 20-S61 NSC 040A B1iw
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWi
10 t5 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
LELEvN RELEVN RUDDER
VINIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
VNtPlODtCI 10.000 10.000 0.000
VIHIP1DICI -10.000 -10.000 0.000
VINIPIDICI -20.000 -20.000 0.000
VINIPIOICI -30.000 -30.000 0.000
VINIPIDICI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
30 as 40
REFERENCE INFORNATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWtVtHtPtDIC1 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIIPIDIC1I 10.000 10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B1WIVtHIPIDItC -10.000 -10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BtWIVttIP1tOtC 
-20.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL UT 20-681 HSC 040A BtWIVIMtPt1DCI 
-30.000 -30.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWIVtHtPIDICI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







MACH 2.4 2 PAGE 6
IG. 1 LONG ITUD INAL CONTROL EFFECT IVENESS
i i t X :S I I I 111 S I I I I | t~~~~~~.I 
L 
itt tXt001 
_L -=____rXErS|!r lsr rT 
_L 
_L 11 111111_ 
i r r+- 
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[~ |z11111 E=
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_ ___ ___ tt 1111111 ___ ___N 
~~~~,,._~ _ _ _'-'"5- _-~ _ ___-_--- llllll ______ 
-w a tU 15 3u 35
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-661 HSC 040A ItWIVIMNPIODIC
JPL WT 20-6881 SC 040A BIWIVIPItDtICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B1W1Vt1tPlOiCt,
JPL WT Z0-601 NSC 040A BIWIVHIPMIDICt
JPL WT 20-881 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPItOCI
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I 10 5 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000


















JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BiWI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWV
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BiWi
JPL WT 20-691 NSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-601 1NC 040A BIWI
MACH 3.98
40
I _I % 1 I ! 1 1 t 1
. I I I I 
_ I _ I I I I _ I I I I 
- - - -- -
--
- - -














XG011) JPL T 20 MSC 040A _ WIVIMIPI-1C-
oXG80It JPL WT 20-I SC 4 
: __I______CL _-Ir_
( OS) rO _ PL _ -681 _ 0 0_ _ _ _IVINPOICI






































X xceozT X C
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVtH1PIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BlWIVtHIPIDICI 10.000 10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-691 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICt -10.000 -10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-6S8 MSC 040A BIWtVtMIPtDICI -20.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-81 SC 040A B1UWtIVItHtPtICI -30.000 -30.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BItWVINIPIDICI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-68t1 SC 040A BWIVItHtPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL UT 20-68 NMSC 040A BIWIV1IPt1tCI t10.000 10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWtVIHtPIDICI -10.000 -10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 81WIVINIPIO0tC -20.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-68t NSC 040A BIWIVIItPIOICI -30,000 -30.000 0.000
JPL UT 20-6681 NC 040A BIWIVIIHPIDICi -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-601 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIOICI 0.000 O.oo 0.000
I JPL WT 20-8$1 MSC 040A BIWIVtMIPIDICI 10.000 10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-081 HSC 040A BIWIVMNIPIDIC1 -10.000 -10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B1WiVIIP1Do1Ct -20.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVIHIP1DICI -30.000 -30.000 0.000
JPL UT 20-6081 NSC 040A BIWIVIItPID1tC -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-61 NMSC 040A BIVIVIM1POIDC1
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDOIC
JPL WT 20-681 NBC 040A BIWIV1MIPID1CI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIViMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIwIVIM1P1DICI









-.10 .15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG. 1 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
__ r- _ _ _ _- _ _ ___ - _i~i/
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JPL WT 20-681 NBC 040A B1WIVtHIPIDICt
JPL UT 20-681 NBC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICt
JPL WT 20-681 NBC 040A BtW1VIMIPIDIC1
JPL WT 20-681 NMSC 040A BIW1VIHIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1WIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWiVIMIPIDICt






























































































JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWi
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWi
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-661 HSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW1
IVENESS
I~~~~XT IIII
_~~~~~~~~ 1 =____= -___= 
- - U1!i
_ __ _ == == = == == _ _= =1 = == ==I ITrTII 
_ __ == == == == _W I _T _r = =T Ir II I
_ __ -_ __ __ _ _z _# g _i __ __ 1 11I It
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _I 
_ _ _ _ = = = = = == = = = =I I = _7_=====ITTIrr 
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _t 
_~~~~~~~~~~~~ _1 tCEE____=_T 
_~~~~~~I _, 
. $ - -t ;2 ) I I I I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~if It ,-/
ltA00~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I~~ < 't00 / 0 0 1
X = = = = = = I I I I I I I I II.,d,,u 
E - - - - I 1- 1 1 1 1 1I11
.05 .00 -. 05
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
VIMtP1DICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
VIMIPIDICI 10.000 10.000 0.000
VIMIPIDICI -10.000 -10.000 0.000
VIMIPIDICI -20.000 -20.000 0.000
VIMIPID1CI -30.000 -30.000 0.000
VIMIPIOICI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
-.10 -. IS -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
































JPL WT 20-681 WSC 040A BIWIVIM1PIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-6S1 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-6S1 MSC 040A BIlWVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-6S1 MSC 040A B1WIV1MIP1DICI
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 6Bl
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A eBl
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A Be1
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A B81
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1







BETA RUDFLR RUDDER ELEVTR
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 45.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 45.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 0404 B8WIVlMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 0404 BIWIVIMIPIOICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-e81 MSC 040A BIWIVI(o30,-30)MIPIDIC
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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FIG.2 EFFFrCT IF FI ARFn RIInnFR.l FTA-=n. nFr.
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- . O s ro is 0120 2s5 0 35 40
ALPHA
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ALPHA
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(XGBIOI)X8 10  [
t n1tI [
- 5 o S 0o
ALPHA
CONFICURATtON DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWtVItIPIDIC1
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMNPIDICI
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BluWV1(30,-30)MIPIDICt
JPL UT 20-081 NSC 040A BIU1VI(3O,-30)MIPIDICI
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIUIVI(45,-45)MIPIDICI































































Il ! a 2 5 3 3 *40
ALPHA
A t - --- …I











JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIOIC1
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIVIMIP101CI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWtVlV30,-30)MIPI0lCl
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BW1V1I(30,-30)IPIDIC1
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIUIVI(45,-45)MIP1DtIC
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-.00 eto
ODATA SET SYMBOL




JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A OIWIVI1PIDIC
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A dlWIV1(30,-30
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 81WIV1(45,-45
1O tS 20 25
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
Cl 0.000 0.000 0.000
3)LIPlDtC1 30.000 0.000 0.000

















FIG.3 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER.
- 5
IN PITCH
~~~_ vIIIIIIIIIIIiII I I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..Jr r
-j T -F-]T lF IIIII 
O
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BiWi
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
t10 1 s 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
VI(30,-30)MIPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
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Av. cr rrrL U r rLAlrtu I~UUUtr .I1 rP I1 0
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- 5 O 5 t10
ANGLE COF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWIVINIP101CI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1WIVI(30,-30)NIPI





*DICI 30.000 0.000 0.000



















































JPL UT 20-08e HSC 040A BIWIVItIPIDICt
JPL WT 20-681 N$C 040A B8WIVI(30,-30)HIPIDICl
JPL WT 20-661 NMSC 040A BlWIVt(49,-45)MNPtDICI
10 1is t 25
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWiVIMIPIDICt
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIVI(30,-30)MIP1D1CI
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PAGE 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVINIPIDICl
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 8IWIVI(S3,-SO)HIPI1ICi















0.000 SREF 25.5560 S0 IN.
0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.













I I I I I LI I I I 1 II I I I I I I I III I I I I I I I lI I
S 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION RuDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
JPL WT 20-01t MSC 040A BIW1VIHIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-61 MSC 040A BIWIlVI30,-30)IPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
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_-10 - Q 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
IXCBOGI) Q' JPL WT 20-s61 NSC 040A 1BWIVIMIPIOICI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.





MAC H 3.98 PAGE 28
FIG.3 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER.IN PITCH
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVtNIPtoICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVL(30,-30)MNIPIDIC
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FIG.3 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER.IN PITCH
- s a tO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
JPL uT z0-681 nSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDtCI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A eIWIV(30,-30) NtIPIDICI 0.000 O.000 0.000
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PAGE 30
FIG,3 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER, IN PITCH
..........._. _. - l_ ..... ... ... _, .. _______11
IJ
_ -_ _ _ _O _S _0 _5 _0 _S _1
-~ ~~~~t isT to 25 30 35 40 ' 
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DOESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-66t HSC 040A BIWIVIMItPtDtC
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIw1vi(30,-30)MIP1




IDttCt 30.000 0.000 0.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL





JPL WT 20-G81 MSC 040A BIlWVINlIPIOIC
JPI. WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW.VI(30,-30)MItPtDtC
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(45,-45)MIPOICtI
00000000it~~~~~ - ---4--0000
_ ____ _ ___ -_ ___ _ _ -_ _ t t __ ;f I ; [- -I-- 
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_~~~~~~~~T _c -____t 11
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(XGB OI ) : xcet:: 
.1s .10
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWt
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BiWI
JPL WT 20-061t SC 040A BIWI
.05 .00 -.03 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
VIMIPIDItl 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VI(30,-30)MIPDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VI(45,-45)NIPIDICI 45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-.t5 -. O0
REFERENCE INFORMATION












 G. 3 EFFECT CF FLARED RUDDER,. I N P ITCH
C_ _ __ __ __ _ T __ __ __ I _ =I 2-
_ _ _F _ _ F _ _ _ t __t _ 
_ __ _ _ _tt_ __ _W __ ___ 
_ ___ __  === I1 == __ VI X1:== D1




JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B1WI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
.05 .00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
VtHIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VI(O,-3O)H1PID1CI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
)NDITIONS 45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-. S1 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BsiWI
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BiWi
I
1X 1 ' i X I ; X 1 IX//
-- - g W- (019411~~~~~~~//
_ == =_ _ __ __ lI __ __ II lI 
_ _ = = _ __ __ __ _ _ _ I I __ __ __ _ I I//I/
_ _ _ _ = _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _, I,1:_____ 
tX 0 0  i 9 0 00 ~~I i0 ;
- t t- - 1Tt I I 1~~~ _~ 
.Os .00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
VINIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VI(30,-O3)NMPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
V1(45,-45)NIPIDI CI 45.000 0.000 .00O .000oo
-. 15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORNATION
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FIG.3 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER,IN PITCH
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIv1(30,-30)MIP1I
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWIVI(45,-45)MIPI
I
.00 -. 05 -. 10
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ODIC 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DiCI 45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-. 15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION


























5.4 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER, IN YAW,ALPHA=O DEG.
I I- - -I I
_ 4 - a 2 4 0 6 to0 12 14 16
BETA
1 111 1 14 16-4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 t t2 14 BETA
BETA






JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDCI 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 "SC 0404 etw1Vt 0, (-30O)NIPIOlC 30.000










































C1rI A EEECrrT E El ADErn DIinnro All VAI AI DUA-f-n nrr
J.l LrrL.La ur rLnrLu rUUULIr1 I t rIWtlLrnrA-U UcU.
__ - 4 -_ _ 2 4 __8 _ r 1_1 14 1 
BETA
* -4 - t O 2 4 t 8 IO tt t4 6
BETA
BETA
. -4 - O 2 4 6 a
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL cONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
(X3GBtS) JPL WT 20-6e1 MSC 040A B1WIVNIPtDOICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
¢XG3BIIt) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(SO,-30)MIPIOICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
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FIG.4 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER, IN YAW.AIPHA=O DEG.
it 14 1 1
BETA
- 4 - O 2 4 6 I l0 it 14 t
BETA
4 - 4 - 14 1 6
BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 81tW1V(30,-30)NIPIDICI


















SREF 25.5560 sQ IN.
LREF 4.5720 , IN.



































. . . . . . . . . .* . . . . . . .011   1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1-1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- a 0 2 4
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGCBOI3) JPL WT Z0-681 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
XG::IS)I JPL WT 20-t61 MSC O40A BiWIVI(30,-30)NIPIDICI
XGCB10S3 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
6 $ lo 12 14 to
RUOFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 0.000 o 0.000 0.000 SRES 25.5560 80 IN.
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.








































3.5 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER. IN YAWALPHA=1O DEG.
6- - 4 4 a li 14- 1 










OATA SeT SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUOFLR RUDDER
(XCBO014) C JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BiWIVIMIPID1CI 0.000 0.000
(XGett4J JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-S0) IP1DICI 30.000 0.000
(XCt104) 0 JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIV( 45,-45)ItPtiOCt 45.000 0.000
LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
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FIG.5 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDER,IN YAW.AIPHA:10 DFG.
_ -4 -_ 0 2 4 1 T rT I II I
BETA
*l -4 l l l 4 41 110 11 1 14 1 1
BETA
111 1 1  ! I I I 111 1 i 111 1 1 1 111 111 11 1 1 1 1 1 1111 1 111.--.























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION .
XGBt4)I JPL WT 20-:81 NSC 040A BiWtVIMIPIDICI
XGceBIt4 , JPL WT 20-668 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-O3)NIPIDICI
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4
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XG:BO4! ) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
IXG 1tt4) JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BUWIV1(30,-30)MIPIDICI
(XGB104}) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.00* 0.000 0.000 0.000
45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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G.5 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDERIN YAWALPHA:10 DEG.
aI 4 I a to I a 1 s
4 - 4 4 0 8 l
BETA
_ -_ _ _ a _4 _ _ 10_ 12 14 111
- 2 a 4
BETA
1tO 12 14 16
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XCBO14) fj JPL WT 20-81 MHSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
(XGCB114 JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIWIVI(O3,-30)MIPIDICI
(XGBO04) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBOIS) Q JPL WT 20o-6t MSC 040A eIWLVt1tPIDICI(XCBt15 ) JPL WT 20-eet MSC 040A 8t1Wtv1(0,-SO)lIPIDICI
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B:WIVIMIPIOICI
JPL WT 20-81 NMSC 040A BIwIVI(30,-30)MIPIOICI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IxGeoSig ; JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVINIPIOICI
(KxGI5)l a JPL WT 20-e81 MSC 040A Bi1WIVl30,-350)HMIPIiC










































FIG.6 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDERALPHA=20 DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IGXCBO15) GT JPL WT 20-81t NSC 040A B1WtVItIPItDIC
(XGBleli £ JPL WT 20-8t1 NSC 040A BtIWIVI(3,- 30)MHIPIOIC
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWtVINIPOIICI
JPL WT 20-8t1 NSC 04o0A BWtVI(c3,-30)MIPIDICI
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* - 4 - t O t 4 6 e 10 t2 14 t1
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XCOO1I) ' JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWtVIMIPIDICI
(XGBllI) JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BlWIVI(30,-30)NIPIDICI
(XGetOo) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORNATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVl1NPIDIC1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWtV1(30,-30)NMPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 45.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG.7 EFFECT OF FLARED RUDDERALPHA=3n DFG.
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SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A lWIVIlIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-691 NSC 040A B1WIV(30O,-30)M1PIDtCI
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DATA SET SYMBOL' CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGCO013) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVItIPIDICI
(RGB043 JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHiPIDICI
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-e61 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-81 MSC 040A B1WIVIMIPIDICI
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JPL UT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIVINIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BWtIVINIPiDICi
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;.8 EFFECT OF ELEVONS IN YAW,ALPHA=O DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(xCBOIS) G JPL WT 20-651 MSC 040A B1WIVIMIPIDICI
(RCBO43) JPL WT 20-eet NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIOtCI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE3CRIPTION
IXG801O4)d JPL WT 20-el MNSC 040A BtWIVIMIPIDICI
(Ro80441 JPL WT 20-61t MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
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DATA PET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XCB8OI4) JPL WT 20-698 HSC 040A BItWV1MIPIDIC1
(RG80441 JPL WT 0-618t HSC 040A BIWtIVIHtPIDIC
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CONFIGUIATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIV1HMPtIICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-691 NSC 040A BItWtVtMPIDItC -20.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVItMPIOICI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A 81WtVMV1PIDICI
JPL WT 20-6G1 MSC 040A BOWIVIM1P1DICI
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CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWlViNIPIOCi
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIVIMIPIDICI
































































JPL WT 20-081 MSC 040A BIWIVtMIPlOICt
JPL WT 20-60t MSC 040A BIWiVIMiPIDOtC
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10 EFFECT OF ELEVONS IN YAW,ALPHA=20 DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XCBOa5) Gj JPL WT 20-S81 MSC 040A BIWIVILPIDICI
(R C04) a JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWtV1MlPIDICI
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JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIP1DIC1
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIOICI
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JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPID1CI
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
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JPL WT 20-861 MSC 040A BIWtVItIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-6Bl HSC 040A BIWIVIHIPtOICI
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-061 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Xc80lG 6) JPL WT 20-6t1 MSC 040A BIWlVIMIPIDtCI
(RCGO046) JPL WT 20-el1 MSC 040A BIWVIVMIPlDCIl
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-68i MSC 040A BIWIVIHIPDIC1 10.000 -10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-S81 NSC 040A BIWtIVIIPIOICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 1tWIVIIHPID0C1 -20.000 -40.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BWtVtIIPIDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BtWIVtNIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-6dl NSC 040A BIWIVINMPIDICI
JPL WT 20-6d1 MSC 040A BIWIVtI1PIDCIt
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RBc081) JPL WT 20-68t1 SC 040A BIWIVIHIPIDICI
(RG0051) JPL WT 20-681 SNC 040A B1WIVItIPIDICi
(RCeoSI) Q JPL WT zO-e6t MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIVI1MIPIICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIVIMIPIDIC1
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIW1VIMIPIDICI
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ANGLE OF ATT
CONFIGURATION DOESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-601 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIP1D1C1
JPL WT 20-691 MSC 040A BSWIVIMIP2DICI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPID1C1 10.000 -10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BItWVIMIPIDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-001 NSC 040A B1WIVIMIPIOICI 
-20.000 -40.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION



















FIG. 12 AILERON EFFECTIVENESS
O
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-S61 NSC 040A WVIWV1MIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-691 HSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-691 HSC 040A B1WIVIMIPIDICI
10 is 20 25
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REFERENCE INFORNATION
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ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWIVINIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-6081 SC 040A BIWSVItIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 82WtVIMItPI0Cl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHtPI01CI
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVItIPIDC1I
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHIPDtIC1
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHIPIDLCI 10.000 -1. 0.000 0
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWItV1IPIDICI -20.000 -40.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 SC 040A BIWIVIMPItDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK.
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 USC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-481 SC 040A BIWIVINIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-0l NBSC 040A BIWItVtIPIDItC
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 tSC 040A BIWI!
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIl
JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIWI1
JPL UT 20-6S1 #5C 040A BiWIt
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
VIMtPtDICt tO.000 -t10000 0.000
VlMtPtDICl 0.000 -20.000 0.000
VI1IPIDICI -20.000 -40 .000 0.000
VIMPIPDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
, JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHIPIDICI 10.000 -t0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW1VIMIPIDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIVIMIPIDIC1 -20.000 -40.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-6881 SC 040A BIW1VIMIPIODIC 0.000 -20.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWtVIMIPIDICI
t JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHIPtDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BlWIVIMIPIDICI










































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIOICI 10.000 -10.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI -20.000 -40.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIUIVIIPItDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
3.03
REFERENCE INFORMATION




































JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtIWVtNIPIDItC
JPL UT 20-661 MSC 040A BItWVINIPIDItC
JPL UT 20-e61 NSC 040A IBtWVIMiPIDICI
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JPL WT 20-S61 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIP1OICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 81WIVIMHIPID1C
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW1VIHMPIDICI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGeoSI) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
(RCBOS ) JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIUI
(RGBO3t) 8 JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWI
(RGBOSz) i JPL WT 20-681 NsC 040A BIWI
.05 .00 - .05
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
VIMtIPIOICI1 0.000 -10.000o 0.000
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
VIMIPIOICI -20.000 -40.000 0.000
VIMIPIOICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
-. 10 -. 15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A lWe1t
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI1
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1Wt1
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
I
.05 .00 -. 05
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
VIMIPIDICI 10.000 -10.000 0.000
VtHIPIDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
VIMIPIDICI -20.000 -40.000 0.000
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
-. 10 -. 15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION






































JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVtMIPID1CI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMtPIDICI








.10 -.15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG. 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON.BETA=O,5 DEG.
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ALPHA
1o - 0 5 tO 1 20 25 30 35 40
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtW1VIMIPlDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIOICI
JPL WT 20-68t1 SC 040A 81WIVIMIPID1Ct
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 USC 040A BIW1VIMIPIDICI
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BSWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 0404A BIWIVIMIPIDIC1
JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIWIV1MIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 nSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWtVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
ALPHA
BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 -20.000 -20.000 0.000
5.000 -20.000 -20.000 0.000
0.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
5.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG. 13 EFFECT OF FIFVnN.RFTA=fl. DEG.
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BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000ooo
.00oo0 0.000 0.000 0.000ooo
0.000 -20.000 -20.000 0.000
5.000 -20.000 -20.000 0.000
0.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
5.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION








JPL WT 20-681 NMSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BiWIVlHIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDOICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BelWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMtPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
PAGF 92MA ,H -3.98
.I 





JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlW1VIM1PiDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW1VI(30,-30)MIPID1CI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1WIVIMIPIDICI
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REFERENCE INFORMATION








































FIG. 14 EFFECT OF FLARE ON ELEVON,BETA=O DEG.
S o ANGLE oF
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MNSC 040A 81WIVIMlPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIV1(30,-30)NIPII
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICl





DICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 -40.000 -4









































































JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A 81Wt
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-601 MSC 040A BItW
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A. BIWI
5 tIo 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
VItIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
Vl(30,-30)NtPIDICt 30.000 0.000 0.000
VIMIPIODCI 0.000 0.000 -40.000 -
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REFERENCE INFORMATION










FIG.14 EFFECT OF FLARE ON ELEVON,BETA=O DFG.
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ANGLE OF ATT
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL UT 20-681 HSC 040A BtWIVIH1PIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1IWVt(30,-30)HIP1DICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1WtVIHIPIDiCl





















































JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BsWIi
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BSWI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWi
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
Vt(30,-30)MIP1IDCI 30.000 0.000 0.000
VIHIPIDICI 0.000 O.OCO -40.000 -
NDITIONS 30.000 0.000 -40.000 -
RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
-40.000 BREF 6.6150 IN.
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ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVItIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(3-,- 30)MIPII
JPL WT 20-GG1 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-6t1 MSC 040A 81WIV1(30,-30)MIPII





DIC1 30.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 -40.000 -
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- * 0 S t0 tS 20 2S
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVtMIPtDIC1 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWIVI(30,-3O)MHPIODCI 30.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1WIVIHIPIDiCI 0.000 0.000 -40.000 -
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ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A 1BWIV1(30, -30)MIPI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI




IDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 -40.000 -
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIIPtiDICI
A JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A IWIVI(S30,-30)MIPIDICI
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1W
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BiWi
JPL WT 20-691 MSC 040A BIWi
JPL WT 20-681 uSC 040A BIWI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
V1MIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
VI(30,-30)NMPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 -40.000




















































JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWi
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWt
JPL UT 20-681 NSC 040A BIvI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
VINIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
Vl130,-30)NIPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
VIMItPDICt 0.000 0.000 -40.000
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NJ -41 1104-
O 5 0 i5 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
VIMIPIDiCI 0.000 0.000 0.000
VI(30,-30)MIPIDIC1 30.000 0.000 0.000
VIHIPIt0IC 0.000 0. 000 -40.000
















JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIl
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
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JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A B1WIVIMIPIDICt
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)NtPI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
-. 0o -. o10
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
DICI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
-.15 *.aQ
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CONFIGURATION DESCRiPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI1
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWl
JPL WT 20-681 nMC 040A BIWI
.05 .00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Vt(30,-30)NMPttD1C 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VIlIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
VI(30.-30)MIPDLICI 30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
-. t1 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION










































FIG. 14 EFFECT OF FLARE ON ELEVON,BETA=O DEG.
.t5 .10
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-68t HSC 040A BIWIt
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI%
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWtI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWI%
.05 .00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
RUOFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
VtHMIPIDIC 0.0oo 0.000 0.000 0.000
V1(30,-30)MIP1D1CI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VlHIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
Vt(30,-30)MIPlOtCI 30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
I
-. t5 -. to20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG. 14 EFFECT OF FLARE ON ELEVON,BETA=O DEG.
.15 .10
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWi
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
I
: F 4 k FF - X 0 HECU0-flEW
_ = _ _ = _ _ _ i = = = _ _ B _ _ _ C = = _ _ = _ _ = _ I I I I I 1d
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ I = _ _ i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l l l l l l 1
t- - X S t I I : 1$
t- j g - - 01101 1
0 W 0 000 0 0 g WdWiALiSSM
_ _ _ _ _ _ = _ z _ = = _ = = = = = = _ = = = _ = = = = = = = I I I I I I I
= =- + = = - == = ===== = xTrri { 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I = _ _ = _ = = _ _ _ _ = = _ = _ = = = = _ I I I { 11
.OS .00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Vi(30,-30)MIPIDtCI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
V1t30,-30)MIPIDICI 30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
-.15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL UT 20-661 HSC 040A BIWIVIHtPIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 HSC 040A B1WIV1(30,-30)HIPIDICI
JPL UT 20-691 MSC 040A BIWIVIHPIDICI
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JPL WT 20-651 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 2L-661 MSC 040A BlWIVI(30,-30)MIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-Get MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
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FIG.15 EFFECT OF ELEVON ON FLARE,BETA=5 DEG.
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JPL WT 20-681 WSC 040A BIWIVItNPIDltC
JPL WT 20-68t MSC 040A 81W1tV(30,-3O)HIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWIVIttPIDICI
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;.15 EFFECT OF ELEVON ON FLARE,BETA=5 DEG.
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ALPHA
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-68t1 SC 040A BIWIVINIP1DICI
A JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIV1(30,-30)MIPIDICI
· JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BI1WVIMIPIDICI
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FIG.16 EFFECT OF ELEVON ON FLARE. IN YAWALPHA=O DEG.










-0 - 4 - 2 0 4
BETA
S 10 12
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBIt3) Qj JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 81WIVI(30,-30)MIPIDICI





0.000 SREF 25.5560 50 IN.




























FIG. 16 EFFECT OF FLFVdN ON FLARF. IN YAW,AIPHA=O DFG.
BETA
.015S
G^ - 4 - 2 0 4 6 810 12 14 se
BETA
* - 4 - 2 0 2 4 8 1o 12 14 t
-.025 I -
- -4 -2 0 2
BE
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
XGcBtt3 11 JPL WT 20-691 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30,-)MIPDIC
(XGBtIZ3) IPL WT 20-6881 MSC 040A 8IWlVt(I30-30M)IPIDICI
:TA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 sa IN.




























6 EFFECT OF ELEVON ON FLARE, IN YAWALPHA=O DEG.













DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
XGCt1131 3 JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIV1(O0,-3O)MIPIDI
CXG8123) LX JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWlVI(O3,-30)MIPIDI
4 6 8 t0 12 14 t
BETA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
CI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
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FIG. 16 EFFECT OF ELEVON ON FLARE,IN YAW,ALPHA=O DEG.
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BETA
6 6 to it2 4 to
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BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
IXCe:SI3) $1 JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(3 ,-30)HIPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(XB 123h) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVl(30,-30)MIPIDICI 30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
MAri H3. 98
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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- 4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 s
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- -4 -2 0 2
BE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(XCt114) ' JPL WT 20-o61 HSC 040A B1WIV($30,-30)MtPIDICI
(XCBtZ4) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
:TA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.sso5 sQ IN.

















FIG.17 EFFECT OF ELEVON ON FLARE. IN YAW,ALPHA=10 DEG.
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XG8114) l) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)HIP1DICI
(XGBI24) A JPL WT 20-691 MSC 040A B1WIVl(30,-30)MtPIDICI
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FLARE. IN YAW,ALPHA=10 DEG.
BETA
36 - 4 - a 0 Z r 4 6 8 t12 14 Ie
BETA
I L 
-4 - 2 0 Z 4 a 8 0 t2 t4 le
BETA
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XC8114) C JPL WT 20-61t MSC 040A B6WtVt(30,-3O)HLP1DCI
(xCB24 ) JPL WT 20-6t1 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)HM1PIICt1.14(0-0MPDC
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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.17 EFFECT OF ELEVON ON FLARE, IN YAW,ALPHA=10 OEG.
6 4 - a 2a 4 6 8 10 t2 14 *6
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- -4 -2 0 2
BE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBI14) . JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BWtVI(3SO,-30)IPIDICI
(XG8t24) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIPIDICI
-TA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION























-0 - 4 -2 0 
BE
DATA oosYBOL CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION
-0 -4 - 0 2 
BE
0TA SET SYN8OL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION
(xGe11s) JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIWIV1(30,-30)HIPID1CI
(XGBIZ S) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ETA
4 6 a 0o
ETA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
30.000 0.000 0.0O0 0.000
30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-4 - 2 0 2 4
BETA
a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(XGC115) - JPL WT 20-081 HSC 040A BIWIVIt(3,-30)NIPIDICI
(XCB125) A JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWiV1(30,-30)HIPI01CI
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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BE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTtON
(XGe115) R JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1WIVI(30,-30)W PIPD1CI
(XGC t25;) JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)NIPIDICI
ETA
ETA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
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BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGCtlB1 J JPL WT 20-G68 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIP1DICI






LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
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BE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGB1) ' JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIV1(30,-30)HIPID1Ct
(XCOBSI6) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ETA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
50.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.000 -40.000 -40.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION






















FIG.19 EFFECT OF FLFVON ON Fl ARF. TN YAW.AIPHAI3n nFrl
Af- - W I -I -I A- I-S!!UP I I. l I II I ¥ -J . L
* - 4 -2 0 2 4 8 t10 12 14 t1
BETA






-e -4 -2 0 2
BE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IXCBt6) r- JPL WT 20-61t MSC 040 BIWlV1(3O,-30)MIPIDICI
(XGBIZ8) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIPIDClI
:TA
RUDFLR RUODER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5540 SO IN.

















J.19 EFFECT OF ELEVON ON FLARE,IN YAW,ALPHA=30 DEG.
_ 4 - 2 ° 2 4 ~8 a tto2 14 to
BETA
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BE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XCGBt16) , JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIVl30O,-30M)H1PIOC
(XGe126) JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIWlVI(30,-30M1IP1DICI
ETA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 50 IN.























FIG. q FFFPfCT OF F'lVPI N N Fl ARFP. N1 YAW.AI PHA:=n nFr,
· v 1,J i IV VI L-LLVI u1 11 LIIL _1 11 IAlW(LI LrIl-J V ULvU.
5 - 4 - t 0 2 6 0 8 to0 12 4 i
BETA
O -4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 10 12 14 16
BETA
BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG URATION DESCRIPTION
(IXCBI6) ' JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(3O,-30)NIPIDICI
(XeGZ61) JPL WT 20-081 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIPIDICI
RUOFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.

























FIG.20 RUDDER EFFECTIVENFSSBRFTAO,5 nDEG.
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JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVI(40,-20)MIPIDICI
oJPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIWIV1(40,-20)NIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-691 MSC 040A BIWVIVMIP1DICI
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FIG.20 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS,BETA=O,5 DEG.
0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
ALPHA
0 - 5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
ALPHA
…… I - ;
FT T 1 …-qtt 
010 - 5 O 10 ALPH
ALPHA
20 s2 35 40
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIV1(40,-20)MIPI01CI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWlVI(40,-2O)NIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWIVIMlP;DICI
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FIG.20 RUDDER EFFECTIVENESSBETA=O,5 DEG.
. . . . 1 2 0 2 35 4(
ALPHA
o -S ' ° 10o s1 20 25 30 35 40
ALPHA










JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWSVI(40,-20O)MPIDIC1 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIV1(40,-20)MHIPIDCI 5.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI 0.000
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FIG 21 EFFECT OF CI AND Di IN YAW,ALPHA= 0 DEG.
* -4 - 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1
BETA
11 II 1 :1 1111 1 1 1 1I 1II I II IJ 1 11 [ II H I H 11[i 111 1 1 1 1 
_ _ _ 4 _ _ _ _ _ _ 
4 -2 a2 4 8 a 1t2 4 BETA
BETA
IIII~~~~~~~~~ iLllIIII~1iLA1111I.1
-4 -t 2 4
BETA
C 8 t0 12 14 te
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBOI33) - JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVINIPIDICI
(RAGB1ts DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS









































Cl AND D1 IN YAW,ALPHA= 0 DEG.
BETA




8 10 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBO31) JPL WT 20-e8l HSC 040A BWIVIMIPl0ICI
CRGB8SI) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 8IWIVIMIPICI































FIG.21 EFFECT OF CI AND Dl IN YAW.ALPHA= n nFG.
- - -- - a - LI -I- -
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BETA
* -6~ 4 - ~2 a0 2 46~ aB~ la6~ 1 1t2 14 10
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REFERENCE INFORMATION







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IXGO0o3) Q JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVItHtPtD1C
(RGBtS5) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVItIPICi


















8 1t t 2 1t 4 16
BETA
C - 4 - 2 O Z 4 8 10 12 14 Il
BETA
M1111111X12L I-I1 lI Si01
0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(cXGBt3) JPL WT 20-6t1 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDOCt
I(RoSts ) A JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWtVIMIPICI







0.000 I 0.000 0.000
12 14 16
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG.22 EFFECT OF CI ANN Dl IN YAW.AIPHA=1l DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBOI4) r JPL WT 20-6f1 HSC 04OA BtWIVtHIPIDICt
(RB 152) 11 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-6S1 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPItDIC
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHIPICI
















10 12 14 t to
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-6t1 MSC 040A BWtIVIMtPtIDCI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVINIPICI














o0 12 14 to
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG.22 EFFECT OF Cl AND Dl IN YAW.AIPHA=10 DFG.
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* - 4 - Z 0 2 4 6 8 1O t2 14 i
BETA
-4 - 2 0 B 8 12 14 t6
DATA SET SYHeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBO14) - JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BiWIVIttPIDICI
(RGBtI2) A JPL WT 20-651 MSC 040A BItWVIMIPICt







































FIG.23 EFFECT OF Cl AND DI IN YAW.AIPHA=20 DFG.
* - 4 - a 0 4 6 a IO 12 14 1t
BETA
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OATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBOIS) G JPL WT 20-61 NSC 040A BIWIVINtPIDICI
(AGBt5 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





















FIG.23 EFFECT OF Cl ANn nl IN YAW.AI PHA=n nF.
I I -t I I I I J I T I- i iil- V ULUI
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BETA
CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-6681 SC 040A 81WIVIMtPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A etWIVIItPtCI













































FIG.23 EFFECT OF C1 ANlD D IN YAW.AI PHWA:2 nFG.CIL…I - - - -L 
* -2 4 -6 a 10 t2 t4 *
BETA













JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVtiIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 HSC 040A BIWIVIHIPICI




























FIG.23 EFFECT OF C1 AND lI tN YAW.ALPHA=2l nlrl.
-4 - 2
'Al- Wl &.v lib ~.f lui
- 4 - - -2 4 -8 10 i2 I 4 I'
BETA
B _ 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 e lo 12 14 t6
BETA
-…,1, , , 1 , ,
0 2 4 6 10 12 14 ts
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XCGBOIS) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
(RC 195) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPICI










































FIG.24 EFFECT OF C1 AND DI IN YAv.ALPHA=30 DFG.
-4 - 2 0 2 4 6 S 10 12 14 *1
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REFERENCE INFORMATION







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XG:Ot6) *J JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPItDCt
(RG8154} aX OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





















FIG.24 FFFFCT nF Cl ANn n1 I IN YAW.AI PA='An nFnr
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DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGCB16O) l JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVINIPttICt
(RGCB54) t JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWIVItIPICI


































FIG.24 EFFECT OF C1 AND Dl IN YAW.AIPHA=30 DFG.
* - 4 - 2 0 2 4 · 8 a0 12 14 t·
BETA
6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 S 10 12 14 16
BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWtVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHMPICI



































FIG.24 EFFECT OF Cl AND Dl IN YAW.ALPHA=30 DFG.
1,IL IA11 I I 1J 11 S11LS1 I I VL1. 
e - 4 - m o z 4 6 e to 2Z 14 lo
BETA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XCBeO6)I JPL WT 20-C81 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIO1C1
(RCBt54) , JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIUIVIMIPICI
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ALPHA










(RGBZZI) tR:e 221 d
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A B1WIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
2.01
i5 20 25 30 39 40
ALPHA
BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SO IN.
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.6150 IN.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMHPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPI
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FIG.25 EFFECT OF Cl AND DI,BETA=0,5 DEG.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-6S1 MSC 040A BItWV1MIPIOICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWtVIMtIPDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPI
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FIG.25 EFFECT OF Cl AND Dl.RFTA=0A. DFGII -w Em- mmL it m .I VI
t -5 O 5 t10 15 20 25 30 35s 40
ALPHA
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- B a to
CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-061 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NBC 040A 8IWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPI

























































G.26 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS. WIA
I II F- - - I I II III
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGBZSI) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(
(RCGBZOI JPL WT 20-6ea NSC 040A BIW(
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
IA)V1M1PIDtCtF1 0. 00 0.000 0.000
IA) VIMIPIDICIFI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





















FIG.26 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS,WIA
t10 15 20 2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGBZS) . JPL WT 20-68l MSC 040A BIW(IA)VIMIPIDICIFI
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1G.26 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESSWIA
L 1 T 1 1 71 _11: E11 - 11I 
I I 1 1 1VE ITI
…~~
L - L.
10 -S t o 10 is 20 25 30 35 40
_ _ _ _ II I _ I II I I _ __ _ _  T I I u
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IRGeZ51) 3 JPL WT 20-G81 4SC 040A BIW(1A)VIMIPlDICIFI

































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
(RG8Z5tI JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(1A)VIV IPIOICIF! 0.000 0.000 0.000
(RGe6 ) A JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIW(IA)VIMIPIDICIF1 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIcGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RIB251) C JPL WT 20-661 HSC 040A BIW(IA)ViIMPIDICIOI(RCB261) JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIW(IA)VIHIPIDICIFi
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VIMtPI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VlMtP,
10 15 20 25
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
OICt1F 0.000 0.000 0.000
DICIFI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
O3
C , I 7 I L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _._._._ _ _ 
35
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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Flr 9')r I PfMiClTIInlklAI I PklTDnI rrr-ritTriIr-,r. - A
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RCBZ2l) JPUL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW((RCGB6I) JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIV(
p lu 1 cu c 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
LELEVN RELcVN RUDDER
IA) VIMIPIDICIFI 0.000 O.0OO 0.000
IA) VIMIPIDICIFI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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MACHi 2.42
.26 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS.WIA
L_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ } } ]] 5 T i ] LIi ___ __
fE I} II I I I II II I I!
_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ l l F T T I F I I I I I I 1< 1 1 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10 15 20 25
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
DICIFI 0.000 0.000 0.000
DlCtF1 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION


































JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A 81B









FIG.26 LONGITUDINAL CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS,WIA
5
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1 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
3010
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RC8291) !' JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VINIPIDJCIF
(RGBe26I JPL LT 20-681 NSC 040A BIW(IA)VINIPIDICIF
3$
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGB2:1) r JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(
(RGeB2t) JPL WT 20-68t NSC 040A BaIW(
I
.05 .00 -. 05
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
IA) VMLPIDICIFI 0.000 0.000 0.000
IA)VIMIPIDICtFt -40.000 -40.000 0.000
-. 10 -.15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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r VENESS, W1 A
- ------ - - -... --X-- ... ,- .... o.,- - -
<- 1 @ I I I I~~~E
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X-~~~~ t" -A--------
X--~~ / -- - ---
X --- --- -t- - -- / 
<-~~~ ! ------ S 
.15 .10 .05S .00 -. 05 -. 10 -.15 .20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RCB251) r JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(1A)VIMIPIOICIFI
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.15S .10 .05 -. 05 -. O1
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20O-61 MSC 040A BIW(A)VINMIPIDIC1FI 0.000 0.000 0.000






























FIG.27 EFFECT OF ELEVON,WIA,BETA=O,5 DEG.
.n0 r
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ALPHA












JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VIMIPIDICIFI
JPL WT 20-68t1 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VItIPtOICIFI
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BIW(IA)VIMtPIOICIFI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIW(IA)VItNPIOICIFI
ALPHA
BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
5.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





















FIG.27 FFFFCT nF FI FVN. V A. RFTA=-. nFg.
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JPL WT 20-681 nSC 040A BIW(IA)V1MIPIDICIFI
JPL WT 20-6881 SC 040A S1W(1A)VIMIP1DICIFI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWItA)VtMIPlDICIFI
JPL WT 20-68 NMSC 040A BIW(IA)VIMIPIDICIFI
ALPHA
BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDOER
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
5.000 -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION















FIG.27 EFFECT OF ELEVONWIABETA=0,5 DEG.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A IWC(IA)VINIPIOICIFI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VIMIPIDICIFI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A B1W(IA)VIMIPID1CIFI
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tIG.28 EFFECT OF ELEFVN.IN YAW.WIA.AIPHA= n nFrG.
- - --- - - V - V .
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BETA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RCB253) ' JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VIMIPIDICIFI

































FIG.28 EFFECT OF ELEVON,IN YAW,WIA,ALPHA= 0 DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGC253) - JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VINMIPIDIClF
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G.28 EFFECT OF ELEVONIN YAW,WIA,ALPHA: 0 DEG.
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VNItPtDICItF















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RCe254) J JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWt1A)VIMIPIOICIFI
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FIG.29 EFFECT OF ELEVONIN YAW,WIAALPHA=10 DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGBZ54) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VI1IP1DICIFI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C(RG2s4) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtW(IA)VIMIPIOICIFI














FIG.29 EFFECT OF ELEVON IN YAW,W1A,ALPHA=:
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VINIP1DICIFI
JPL WUT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(tA)VINIPIDICIFI
BETA
* - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 iQ 12 14 to
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CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-661 HSC 040A BIW(IA)VIMIP1DICIFI
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REFERENCE INFORNATION

























FIG.30 EFFECT OF ELEVIN.IN YAW.W1A.AIPHA:2n nFG.
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DATA SET SYO80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGe255) -j JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)lVNIPIDICIFt


































FIG.31 EFFECT OF ELEVON.IN YAW.WIA.AIPHA=3: nFG.
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DATA SCT SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGZ561) JPL UT 20-681 NSC 040A BIW(1A)VINMtPIOtCFt
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RG8256) :, JPL WT 20-68e MSC 040A BWV(IA)VIMIPIOICIFi
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
*(RGSZ56) , JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW(IA)VIM1PIDICIFI
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JPL WT 20-6e1 MSC 040A BIWIViMIPH DICI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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FIG.32 EFFECT OF B2,W2,V2 AND ELEVON





JPL WT 20-6S1 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2w1VIttPID1Ct
JPL UT 20-6S1 MSC 040A B2W2VIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2W2V2MItPtICt
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BZW2V2MIPIDlCI
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JPL WT 20-681t SC 040A BIWIVIMtPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BZWIVtNtPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 82W2VINIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 2W2V2N1P1tDIC1
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JPL T 20-6St1 MSC 040A BIWIVI1IP1DICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BZWIVIMIPIDICt
JPL WT 20-61 NMSC 040A B22VIM1PtDIC1
JPL WT 20-6es1 SC 040A BZW2V2ZIPIDtCI
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JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWVIMN1PIDICI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS

























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BWUIVIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-661 HSC 040A B2WIV1MIPIDI1C 0.0 00 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2W2VIMIP1DCIl 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2W2V2MIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2W2V2MIPIDICI 
-40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWVIIMIPIDIC1
JPL UT 20-681 NSC 040A BZWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2W2VIMIPID1CI
JPL WT 20-6S1 NSC 040A B2W2V2NIPIOtCI



































FIG.32 EFFECT OF B2,W2,V2 AND ELEVON
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JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPID1CI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BZWlVIMIPIDtCI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2W2VIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-G81 MSC 040A B2W2V2MIPIDICI









































JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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REFERENCE INFORMATION




























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIVIWMPID1CI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NMSC 040A B2WtVItHPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL UT 20-681 MNC 040A B2W2VIMIPtDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A e2W2V2MIPIOICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MNC 040A 8e22V2MIPlOltC -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG,.32 EFFECT OF B2,W2,











( SE20t _)DAT ET SO BO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW1VM1IPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2WIVIHIPD1ICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 82W2VIMIPIDICt 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-e81 MSC 040A B2Wz2V2tNIpD1C 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-6e1 MSC 040A 82w2V2MIPIDICI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION







3PAGE 1 893. C03
i
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDLCI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 82WIVitIPIDItC 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A 82W2VIMIPIDIC1 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A B2W2V2NIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2W2V2MIPIDICI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORNATION





























FIG.32 EFFECT OF B2W2fV2 AND ELEVON
; S WS t CANSEAL;XW~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ __ __ _ _1 XX rT Xrw __ __ __F 
I ¢ 1X -1
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BtWI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COP
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
.05 .00 -. 05
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT
LELEVN RELEVN RU
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0
NDITIONS 0.000 0.000 a
NDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0
NDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWt
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2Wt
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2WZ
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A e2W2
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A. B2W2
.05 .00 -. 05
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
VIMIPIDICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
VIMIPIDtCI 0.000 0.000 0.000
VIMIPlDICI 0,000 0.000 0.000
V2MHPtOIDC 0.000 0.000 0.000
V2MIPIDICI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
-.10 -. 1t
REFERENCE INFORMATION










































FIG.32 EFFECT OF B2,W2,V2 AND ELEVON
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C JPL WT 20-68t MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A B2WtVIMIPtDICI
JPL WT 20-68l NSC 040A B2W2VIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 82W2V2MIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2WUV2M1PtD1Ct
I
.05 .00 -. 05
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWI
JPL WT 20-6t1 MSC 040A 82Wt
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2W2
JPL WT Z0-681 MSC 040A BeW2
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2W2
.os .oo - .0
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
VIMIPIO1CI 0.000 0.000 0.000
VINIPl DICi 0.000 0.000 0.000
VIN1PIOICI 0.000 0.000 0.000
!V2MIPIO1CI o.o0 0.000 0.000
!V2M1Pt1DCI -40.000 -40.000 0.000
-. 10 -. S1 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG.33 EFFECT OF RB2 AND W2.RFTA=n.5 nrF.
___ Li - _ I _ L -_ - -IS 
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CCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVI1IPIDICI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS































SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
LREF .4.5720 IN.
BREF 6.6150 IN.
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIHIPIDICI
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A B2WIVINIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A B2WIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BZW2VIMIPIDICI
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JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVlN1PtOtIC
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BtIWVtNIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-691 MSC 040A B2W1VIlMPtOtCt
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 04OA BZWIVINIPIDICI
JPL UT 20-69l MSC 040A BZW2VLIPtOICI
JPL WT 20-691 MSC 040A B2U2VINMPIOICi
ALPHA
BETA LEiEVN RELEVN RUDDER
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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(RcI8)Z ( cR 0 1 2 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVINMPID1Ct
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVINIPtDICI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BZWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-68t NSC 040A BZWIVtlHtPtI IC
JPL WT 20-6S1 NSC 040A B2W2VINIPIDItC
JPL WT 20-6S1 MSC 040A B2W2VtIMtPtDIC
ALPHA
BETA LELEVN RELEVN RUDDER
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
5.000 0.000 0.000 .o 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-66l MSC 040A B2U2VItMPIDICI
JPL UT 20-681 MSC 040A B2WZVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2W2V2MIP1OICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BW2V2MHPIDDtCI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BZW2V2NMIPIDIC
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JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2W2VIMNtPIIC1
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2W2VIMIPODICI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A B2W2V2MIPI0ICI
JPL WT 20-68i NSC 040A B2W2V2MIPID1CI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A B2W2V2MIPIDICI
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A 82W2VIM1P10CI
JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A B2W2V1NIPIDIC1
JPL WT 20-681 0ISC 040A 82W2V2MPIlDIC
JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A eBw2v2lPIPOtCl
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2W2V2MIPIDICI































SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
LREF 4.5720 IN.
BREF 6.6150 IN.


























FIG.35 FFFFT FF R2.W2.V2 ANn FIEVfMN IN YA/.AIPHA= n nfr.
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDItC
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS

















































FIG.35 EFFECT OF B2,W2,V2 AND ELEVON IN YAW.ALPHA= 0 DEG.
BETA
- 4 -2 a0 2 4 6 8 I a2 14 1t 
BETA
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-6881 NSC 040A ItWIVIMIPIDIC1
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A z2WtVtMItPDiCI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2W2VIMIP1DtCI
JPL T 20-681 NMSC 040A B2WZV2MtP1OICI



































































JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A IIWtVIMIPIDICl
JPL WT 20-6t1 NSC 040A B2WIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 82W2VIMIPIDICS
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A e2W2V2MIPIDICI
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,:c, Ia, 13 ,
CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT zO-661 MSC 040A BIWIVI1IPIDICt
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BZWIVIIPt1DICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2W2VIMtIPID1C
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A 82W2VZNIPIDICl
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FIG.36 EFFECT OF B2,W2,V2 AND ELEVON IN YAW,ALPHA=IO DEG.
- 4 2 6 8 ita lI2 t4 14
BETA
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BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG.36 EFFECT OF B2,W2.V2 AND FIFVLEN IN YAW.AI PHA=ln DFG.
- JL. P - I - v w I f L I I v -i v 
° - 4 - 2 0 2 4 e I 10 it t4 t1
BETA
a* - 4 - 2 0 2 0 8 t 2 t4 TA
BETA
4 - 4 - 0 t t4 t1
DATA SET SY4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBO14) r JPL UT 20-6t1 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIODCI
(RGB2t4) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 82WIV1tIPIDICI
(RG1184 < JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B2WZVIHIPIOICI
(RGB1 94 ) JPL WT 20-68t NSC 040A BZW2V2MIPIODCI
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FIG.36 EFFECT OF B2.W2.V? AND FIFVON IN YAW.AIPHA=10 nDG.
- - -W -IV 1011.








JPL WT 20-68t1 SC 040A BlWtVIMIPItODC
JPL WT 20-861 MSC 040A 82WIVIHIPIDItC
JPL WT 20-681 USC 040A Z8W2VItPIDt1oC
JPL WT 20-68t1 SC 040A eZW2V2HtPtDOCt



































































JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIP1DICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2WIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-68t MSC 040A 8ZW2VIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-6S1 NSC 040A 82w2V2MIPID1IC













































FIG. 37 EFFECT OF B2,W2,V2 AND ELEVON IN YAW,ALPHA=20 DEG.
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BETA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGB01S) " JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI(RG8215 ! q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(RCGI85) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(RGB19tS DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATtON DOESCRIPTION
(XGQ015) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BLWtViHMPOCt
(RGB25 JPL WT 20-681 NHSC 040A B2WIVIHIPIDICt
(RGCBI$) O JPL WT 20-C8t NSC 040A 02W2VIHIPIDIC
¢RCB0199 JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A B2W2V2MtPtDiCt
(RGB205) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BZWZV2HtIPIDICt
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIM1PIDIC1
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 82WIVIH1PIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A 82W2VIHtPIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A B2WZV2MIPIDICI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
C(XGOt6)1 JPL WT 20-6S1 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
RG0216) D1 OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(RGBI1s6 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(RGO196) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(RcB206) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A 81WIVINIPIDItC
JPL WT 20-Set HSC 040A B2WIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 82W2V1MIPIDICI
JPL WT Z0-661 HSC 040A 82W2VZ2IPIDICI
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWIViMiPiDiCI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 82WlVtHIPIOlCl
:?L WT 20-681 NSC 040A 82W2VIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A e2W2V2MlPlOtCt
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sYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIwVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 82WIVIHIPIDlCI
Q JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2W2VINIPIDlOC
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A B2W2V2NIPIDICI







































































JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
I 10 1 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
Vt(30,-30)MIP1D1CI 30.000 0.000 0.000
)NDITIONS 30.000 0.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A etWIVI(30,-30)MIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A B1WtVI(30,-30)MIP(IV)DICI
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JPL WT 20-69e MSC 040A BIWtVI(30,-30)MIPIOD1C
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWIVI(30,-30)MIP(IV)OICS
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FIG. 39 EFFECT OF ACPS PODS
ANGLE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtwVIt (30,-30
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BlWIVI(30,-30)M
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A sIWIVI(30,-30
to10 20 25
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUODDER LELEVN
)MIPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
tP(IV)OtCt 30.000 0.000 0.000
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A 81WtV1(30,-30)MNIP
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONOITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
IGURATIION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
20-68e MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)M1PtDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIP(IV)DICI 50.000 0.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWtIVI(O,-30)MIPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A IWIVI(SO,-30)MIP(IIV)DICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1WtVI(30,-30)HIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-3,-)IP(1V)DICl
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D u s u .> cu co
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN I
Vl(30,-0OI}lPlDICl 30.000 0.000 0.000
NDITIONS 30.000 O °000 0-000
NOITION5 30.000 0.000 0.000
.W I5
I REFERENCE INFORMATION











JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIW1i
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIPIDICI 30. 000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-691 HSC 040A BIWIV1(30,-30)MP(ItV)DIC1 30.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A tIWiVI(30,-30)MtIDIC 30.000 0.000 0.000
RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
(XCBIIt) J' PL UT 20-681 MSC 040A B1WtVI(30,-30)MIPIDICt 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.0°0 SREF 25.5560 So IN.
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWIVI(30,-30
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)M
JPL WT 20-t61 MSC 040A BIWIVl(30,-30
I I
t0 is 20 25
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
I)M1PIDCt1 30.000 0,000 0.000
IIP(1V)DICI 50.000 0.000 0.000
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PITCHING MOM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IXGBI:I] : JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIPIDICI
XGc61! L DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS









0.000 SREF 25.5560 SO IN.
0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(3O,-3o)MIPI
JPL WT 20-68t1 MSC 040A BWtIVI(30,-30)MIP(lV
JPL UT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWiV(130o,-0)MIDI
I I
.00 -. 05 -. 10
MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
IDtel 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
V)DICI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
tCt 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-. t15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
(XcG111) ) JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWVI(130,-30)MHPID1C1 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 So IN.
IXG8161) JPL WT 20-691 MSC 040A 8IWIVI(30,-30)MIP(IV)DICI 30.000 0.000 o.0000 00 00 LREF 4.5720 IN.
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JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A IWtVVI(SO,-3O)NMIP
JPL WT 20-6S1 NSC 040A 8lwVl(3Q,-30)MIP(1%
JPL WT 20-861 MSC 040A BtWIVtI(30,-30)MtD
.oo0
V
-. 05o -. oI
T
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
IDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
V)DIC I 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWtMIP(IW)DICI
JPL WT 20-6el MSC 040A BIWIMIP(IW)DICI
JPL WT 20-601 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIP(IV)DICI
JPL WT 20-691 MSC 040A BlWtV1(SO,-SO)MIP(tV)DICI
JPL WT 20-681 tSC 040A BIWtVI(30,-3O)MIOICt
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FIG.40 EFFECT OF TAIL AND ACPS PODS,BETA=0.5 DEG.
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JPL WT 20-6e1 MSC 040A BItWIMP(IW)DICI
JPL WT 20-661 USC 040A eIWIMIP(IW)DICI
JPL WT 20-6 1 NSC 040A 81WIVI(30,-SO)MIP(IV)IICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 0404 BlWIVI(3O,-30)MIP(IV)DICI
JPL WT 20-6691 SC 040A eIWIVI(30,-O30)MOICI
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA RUDFLR RUDDER ELEVTR
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIMIP(1W)DICI 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIMIP(tW).1C1 5.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 MNSC 040A 81WVI(30,-30)MIP(1V)D1CI 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BlWlV1(30,-30)NIP(IV)DICl 5.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A e8WIV1(30,-30)M1IDC1 0.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A euWVt1(30,-30)MItCtI 5.000 30.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGB43) , DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(XGBOt3) A JPL WT 20-6681 SC 040A BIWtIVIIPIDICI
(XGBI03) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(XGoeT3) J DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
0.000 0.000
O.O00 - 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFOItMATION
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FIG.41 EFFFFCT fF TAIL ANn ACPS PflnLS.AIPHA= nFr,
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BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RC243) JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIMIP(IW)DICt 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
(XSOI a)3 JPL WT 20-681t SC 040A BWItVtMIPIDIC1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
¢XGS:6 )3 0 JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 81WIVtI30,-30)MtIPIV)O1Ci 30.000 0.000 0.000 0 000 BREF 6.6150 IN.
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BETA
6 S tO 12 14
OATA sET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDOER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RCB243) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BWIHtPI(IW)D1CI .000 oo.000 SREF 25.5560 Sq IN.
(XG80BO3) JPL VT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIOICI 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
(XCBG163) JPL WT 20-6St MSC 040A BWlVI(30,-30)MIP(IV)DtIC 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.6150 IN.
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDOFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
JPL WT 20-681 NMC 040A BIIWIIP(IW)DIC1 0.00n 0.000
JPL WT 20-68l MSC 040A ECWIVIMNtPIDIC 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A B1WIVI(30,-O0)H1P(1V)DOCt 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWtVII(30-30)NIDIC1 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
RGB244)I r DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(XGB01t4 JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A etWIVtHtPIDtCt
(XC864) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
.RCG244) . JPL UT 20-I61 MSC 040A BIWIMIP(IW)DICI
(XCGBO4) A JPL WT 20-6t1 MSC 040A blWIVI1MP0IICI
XGCBI64 ) JPL WT 20-61 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIP(IV)OICI
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FIG.42 EFFECT OF TAIL ANn ACPS PflnfS.AI PHA-lA n nlF
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BETA
6 S tO 12 14 to
OATA SET SYHMOL CONFIGURATION bESCRIPTION
(RCGe441 JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BWIMW1P(IW)DICI
(XGBO14) JPL WT 20 t -81HSC 040A BtWIVIMPlDtCI
(XGCB14) JPL WT 2O-$el USC 040A BlWtVLt(30,-30)MIP(IV)D1C
(XG0174) JPL WT 20-681 uSC 040A BIWItvi(S, -30)MIDtCt
RUODLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 SO IN.
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 68.150 IN.
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BETA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RG244) JPL UT 20-6St HSC 040A BIWIiP(lW)DICI 0.000 0.0000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.(XGcol4) a JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDtCt 0.000 0 000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
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FIG.43 EFFECT -OF TAIl AND ACPS PfllC.AI PH-A=n l nlF.
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BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
JPL WT 20-e81 NSC 040A BIWtVIMIPtDICI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BETA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIMIP(IW)D0CI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWVIV(30,-30)MIP(IV)DIC1
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oATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(RCB245) j. JPL WT 20-681 USC n40A BIWIMIP(IW)DtC1
(XGCBOt) ?2 JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVIMIPIDICI
(XG165)a JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A B1WIV1(30,-30)tIP(IV)DICt
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FIG.43 FFFFT O'F TAIIl AN ACrP PAnnc.AIPWA=n ncr,
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BE
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RCB24S) , JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWIMIP(IW)DICI
(XG801 ) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BlWlVIMIPIDICI
(XG8165 JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A elWVIVl(30,-30I)IPIIV)DIC
t XGcO75) C JPL WT 20-6t1 MSC 040A elwlVI(0D,-30)1IDICI
I 6 a tO
TA
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30.000 0.0 00 0 .000 o.ooo
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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BETA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGB246) R DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(XOtIa6) JPL WT 20-81t NSC 040A BwIVItMIPIDICl
XG I) D 0DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS















0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.6150 IN.

































FIG.44 EFFECT OF TAIL AND ACPS PODS,ALPHA=30 DEG.
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BETA
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIMIP(IW)DiCI
JPL WT 20-661 HSC 040A 81WIVIMIPIDICI
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIV1(30,-30O)MP(IV)DICI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATtON
(RGB246) r_ JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A BItWtMIP(W)OtCt 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 50 IN.
(XGeO1e JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BItWIVIMIP1DtC 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 4.5720 IN.
(Xc166) a JPL WT 20-60t MSC 040A BtWtVt(30,-30))HIP(tV)O1C.I 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.6150 IN.
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JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BtWtHIP(tW)DICl
JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BtWtV1MtP1DtCt
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIVI(3O,-30)MtP(IV)DtCI










































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XCB231) -, DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGCB231) JPL WT 20-81 HMSC 040A BIWI'
(XCBttt JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BItWI
If~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ./X ; i ; i i _ _ i t T: T ; IF 
9______________ / II  IL' _ Ak r
1___ ____ ____ II_ __II III_./ _|1
j i0 t: 0f Tti i i tJ 
1___ __ _ 1_l _#< 1 11l_ ZI
10 15 20 a2
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
V1(30,-30)1MIPI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VtI(3O,-30ItPID1tCt 30.000 0.000 0.000 . 0.000
30 35
REFERENCE INFORHATION































JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30)MIP1
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IG.45 EFFECT OF Cl AND Dl ON FLARED RUDDER
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REFERENCE INFORMATION





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
XcG23a1) ,J JPL WT 20-68 l MSC 040A BIWIVI(3O,-3O)NIPI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
c(XGBI S JPL WT 20-61S HNC 040A B1WIVI(30,-30)H1PID1C1 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
I
PAGE 256
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
Ixo82S3 C a DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 S0 IN.
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FIG.45 EFFECT OF C1 AND nDI n Fl ARFn RIInnF
5 O $ 10 i5 20 25 30 35 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGS231 ) JPL WT 20-861 MNC 040A B1WIV130,-30)ltPl
(XG01t1 JPL WT 20-081 MSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-3O)MtPIDICI
RUOFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 25.5560 $Q IN.
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- 5 O
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGC231) JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BIWI
(XOCBII) JPL WT 20-681 HSC 040A BiWt
10O 1S 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
Vl(30,-30)MIPI 30.000 0.000 0.000
V1(30,-30)MIPIDIC1 30.000 0.000 0.000
30 35
RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
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0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
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ANGLE OF ATT
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
JPL WT 20-681 USC 040A BIW1VI(3O,-301O)1P




FIG.45 EFFECT OF Cl AND Dl ON FLARED RUDDER
- ------- W --- -- ---- ffL.~!(:l ll:tC
C_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _   _ _ _ _ _ _    _ _
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S 10 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN
)NOITIONS 30.000 0.000 0.000




0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(XGBK23) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO

















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XG8231) .- JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWIVI(30,-30) MI1P
(Xcett I JPL WT 20-661 NSC 040A t61wIVt1(30,-30)MItPIC
is 20 2s
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
D1CI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30 35 4(
REFERENCE INFORHATION
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s YCeII1 * E
I
- * O 5 10 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RUOFLR RUODER LELEVN
JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A 81WV1(30,-301)NIP 30.000 0.000 0.000
JPL WT 20-661 MSC 040A BIWIVI(O3,-30)MIPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000
SO 35 40
RELEVN REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 25.5560 SQ IN.
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DATA4 SET SYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XG8231) 2 JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWI'
(XG8eI11) L JPL WT 20-6e8 NSC 040A B8IWI
OI N FLARED RUDDER
C4 0 W 0 W 4 i 0 W~~~~~~~~~~t~~f~t~~tiW1 
.~ .- .t . . . . .
- - j- __ _ - _ _…S 
I o10 S 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
VI(30,-30)mIPt 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
V1(30,-30)HIPI01Ct 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
30 S35 40
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGBCe2St) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(XGB1t ti ) JPL WT 20-661t SC 040A BtWt
ON FLARED RUDDER
I I . E
.05 .00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
)NDITIONS 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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OATA SET 'SYHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1XG0t31t3 JPL WT 20-68t NSC 040A BtWI
¢IX its) C JPL WT 20-68t HMC 040A BtWi
t < ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 1·
zt = = = = = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ = _ i = _ _ = _ _ _ _ _ _ = _ = _ = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ l l l l l l I7
= =e = = = = = = = = m E ! w }~~~~i~f
i 0 i 4 l t T;W~~~~f~k;LilS
.05 .00 -. 05
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT
RUDFLR RUDDER LE
Vt(30,-30)MtIPI 30.000 0.000 0






-. 15 -. 20
REFERENCE INFORMATION






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONF(IURATION DESCRIPTION
(XGetL3 ~ JPL WT 20-elt MSC 040A B1WIVt(30,- 30)MHSP
(XCGlitt JPL WT 20-661 HSC 040A B1WlVt(3,-30)HMIPI
.00 -. 05 -. O
MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
RUDrLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
G30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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k ,_____
.15 .10
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(XGCB231) JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BIWI
(XGBSt) ,Ii JPL WT 20-681 MSC 0404 BIWI
.05 .00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
RUDFLR RUDDER LELEVN RELEVN
V1({30, -30)MIPl 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
VI(350,-30)IPIDICI 30.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-. S1 -.20
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG.46 EFFECT OF Cl AND D1 ON FLARED RUDDER,BETA=O,5 DEG.
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFtGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA RUDFLR RUDDER
(XGCeI23) DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.OOO 3O.OOO O.OOO
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RGS305) r JPL WT 20-68t MSC 040A BINIDICi
(RCe315) A JPL WT 20-681 NSC 040A BZHIDICI
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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FIG.53 EFFECT OF NOSE ON BODY,ALPHA:30 DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(CRG006 C I JPL WT 20-611 MSC 040A B:1IDICI
(RGB1C 6) JPL WT 20-6S1 NSC 040A 82ND101C
REFERENCE INFORNATION



































FIG.53 EFFECT OF NOSE ON BODY,ALPHA=30 DEG.
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(RICo0 !) JPL WT 20-681 MSC 040A BINMOICI
(RB516) JPL WT 20-61t NSC 040A B2MlDICI
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RCBS36I JPL WT 20-6S HSC 040A BtMItDIC
(RGeStl) JPL WT 20-6S1 NSC 040A BZMIDICI
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 25.5560 SQ EN.
LREF 4.5720 IN.
BREF 6.6150 IN.
XHRP 106?.9040 IN.
YHRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 400.0004 IN.
SCALE 0 0075
MACti 3.98
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